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        mini organic tampons

        $3.99 / 10 pack 
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        mini organic tampons

        for light-flow days

        $3.99
            / 10 pack


                    
                This little box contains 10 very good, very useful tampons. They won’t stop you inhaling an entire box of chocolate (PMS sucks), but they will make your period easy as. Just don’t flush them down the loo or wear as earrings…

	100% certified organic cotton with an organic cotton string
	No synthetics or dyes
	Suitable for sensitive skin
	Cruelty-free and vegan
	100% biodegradable (except for the plastic wrap - we kinda need that for hygiene)
	Approx. 8g absorbency
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        start building my box
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        regular organic tampons

        $3.99 / 10 pack 
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        regular organic tampons

        for medium-flow days

        $3.99
            / 10 pack


                    
                This little box contains 10 very good, very useful tampons. They won’t stop you inhaling an entire box of chocolate (PMS sucks), but they will make your period easy as. Just don’t flush them down the loo or wear as earrings…

	100% certified organic cotton with an organic cotton string
	No synthetics or dyes
	Suitable for sensitive skin
	Cruelty-free and vegan
	100% biodegradable (except for the plastic wrap - we kinda need that for hygiene)
	Approx. 11g absorbency
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        super organic tampons

        $3.99 / 10 pack 
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        super organic tampons

        for heavy-flow days

        $3.99
            / 10 pack


                    
                This little box contains 10 very good, very useful tampons. They won’t stop you inhaling an entire box of chocolate (PMS sucks), but they will make your period easy as. Just don’t flush them down the loo or wear as earrings…

	100% certified organic cotton with an organic cotton string
	No synthetics or dyes
	Suitable for sensitive skin
	Cruelty-free and vegan
	100% biodegradable (except for the plastic wrap - we kinda need that for hygiene)
	Approx. 14g absorbency
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        regular organic pads

        $3.20 / 5 pack 
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        regular organic pads

        for medium-flow days

        $3.20
            / 5 pack


                
            	
                    
                        description
                    
                
	
                    
                        details
                    
                


        


        
            
                This box contains 5 ultra-thin, ultra-comfy regular pads, with extra absorption and a breathable, organic cotton topsheet that draws moisture away from your bits. Plus we’ve added wings for leak protection (handy) and a stay-put fit. Pads can also be used as post-it notes or to mop up spills when you’re out of paper towel (jk!)

	100% certified organic cotton topsheet
	Breathable and soft
	Wings for leak protection
	Suitable for sensitive skin
	Cruelty-free and vegan
	100% biodegradeable wrappers and release paper
	Approx. 100ml absorbency
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        super organic pads

        $3.20 / 5 pack 
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        super organic pads

        for heavy-flow days

        $3.20
            / 5 pack


                
            	
                    
                        description
                    
                
	
                    
                        details
                    
                


        


        
            
                This box contains 5 ultra-thin, ultra-comfy super pads, with extra absorption and a breathable, organic cotton topsheet that draws moisture away from your bits. Plus we’ve added wings for leak protection (handy) and a stay-put fit. Pads can also be used as post-it notes or to mop up spills when you’re out of paper towel (jk!)

	100% certified organic cotton topsheet
	Breathable and soft
	Wings for leak protection
	Suitable for sensitive skin
	Cruelty-free and vegan
	100% biodegradable wrappers and release paper
	Approx. 150ml absorbency
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        organic panty liners

        $3.20 / 10 pack 
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        organic panty liners

        for light-flow or spotting days

        $3.20
            / 10 pack


                    
                This box contains 10 handy panty liners, with a super-soft, breathable, organic cotton topsheet to keep you feeling as fresh as a daisy. Perfect for light days or when you need extra protection, so you can go forth and CONQUER WITHOUT FEAR!

	Made from certified organic cotton
	Breathable and soft
	Suitable for sensitive skin
	Cruelty-free and vegan
	100% biodegradable wrappers
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        juuni sheet mask

        $8.95 / 1 pack 
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        juuni sheet mask

        for when your skin is pms-ing

        $8.95
            / 1 pack


                    
                Hormonal skin WTF?

Chill. We've got you covered (literally) with our serum-drenched sheet mask. 

Featuring hyaluronic acid for a healthy, bouncy, dewy complexion, plus natural extracts of aloe leaf and cucumber to soothe and calm redness, and pomegranate and green tea to help brighten skin. 

You'll be looking like a glowy badass in no time.

	Sulfate-free
	Paraben-free
	Cruelty-free
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        spot nix acne patches

        $8.95 / 24 pack 
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        spot nix acne patches

        Show that zit who's boss

        $8.95
            / 24 pack


                    
                These little skin-saving heroes prove that size doesn't matter. Our fluid-absorbing dots (thanks hydrocolloid!) suck the life out of that party in your pores and let the healing begin. All you need to do is whack 'em on overnight.

Ah, it's the little things in life...

Directions:

	Clean your face
	Pop a dot on your spot
	Leave it on overnight


Hydrocolloid dots with soothing tea tree oil.
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        Beat the breakout sheet mask

        $8.95 / 1 pack 
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        Beat the breakout sheet mask

        sayonara spots...

        $8.95
            / 1 pack


                    
                A few pesky spots messing with your chi? Well here's the ultimate zip-whooping, skin-loving pep squad. 

This multi-tasking wonder features tea tree oil (and tea tree water) to soothe skin and banish bacteria, salicylic acid to dissolve gunk that can clog pores, plus antioxidant and skin-brightening extraordinaire, Vitamin C. 

Who says you can't be all things to all people? (Okay, we do. But this is a mask we're talking about, so roll with it.)

	Sulfate-free
	Paraben-free
	Cruelty-free
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        zit-busting combo pack

        $14.95 / 1 pack 
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        zit-busting combo pack

        sayonara spots...

        $14.95
            / 1 pack


                    
                A few pesky spots messing with your chi? Well here's the ultimate zip-whooping, skin-loving pep squad.

Start by using our multi-tasking Beat The Breakout sheet mask, featuring tea tree oil (and tea tree water) to soothe skin and banish bacteria, salicylic acid to dissolve gunk that can clog pores, plus antioxidant and skin-brightening extraordinaire, Vitamin C.

Then pop on one of our SpotNix Acne Patches and let the healing begin. These little skin-saving heroes will suck the life out of that party in your pores - all you need to do is whack 'em on overnight!

Ah, it's the little things in life...
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                Give us a try! You can cancel your subscription at any time.
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                            First period?

                            

                                Congrats! We’ll pop a copy of our My Juuni mini mag in your first box
                                - it’s full of useful info about periods (including all the embarrassing/icky stuff!).
                                

                            

                            
                                gotcha, thanks!
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

        
    







    
        
            
                FE-MAIL!

                    Sign-up to get weekly doses of life-spiration. (We promise we won’t use that word anymore. Hand. To. Heart.)
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                    Boom, gal! Stand by for email awesomeness...
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    We use cookies to provide the best experience. 
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